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Some words about myself and my art:

I was born in 1936 in Stockholm, Sweden and as most 
kids I loved to give expression for my fantasy in 
drawing. Lots of sketches! My very first 
encouragement when I was eight years old, was a 
prize in an art competition arranged by the weekly 
swedish magazine "Folket i Bild". Later at school I 
was encouraged by my teacher in art to further 
studies in an art school in Stockholm. In 1961 I went 
to Paris for more studies at Académie Andre´l Hote 
and Académie de la Grande Chaumière. 

After several solo- and groupexibitions in Sweden, 
Denmark, Italy and Mexico I settled down in my large  
studio in Ulricehamn.

Now I am getting my inspiration for my " inner and 
outer landscapes" from travelling around in the 
Andalusian countryside as well as in Italy and of 
course the beautiful surroundings in West Sweden.

Mostly my medium is acrylics/oil but I also make 
some art installations and collages with political 
themes.

Always that agony in front of the big, white canvas!
And suddenly things begin to happen - one stroke of 
the brush gives life to the next. I use to say that I am 
working with my heart more than the brain 
which usually , and if I am inspired , results in a 
painting which may satisfy me to 80-90 %.

Looking forward to show my works in Tallinn, an 
interesting and beautiful town which I have visited 
once, some years ago.
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Tuscany I
100 x 100 cm          1.500 €

Memories of a Landscape III
80 x 60cm                 900 €

The Spring I - Tenerife
50 x 70 cm                500 €

Andalusian Connection V
50 x 140cm (diptych)       950 €

Paysage Bizarre
80 x 100cm                 800 €      

Andalusian Connection VI
50 x 70cm                500 €

Memories of a Landscape IV
70 x 90cm                  900 €

Dark Waters II
80x 100cm                900 €

Late Winter
70 x 90cm                 600 €

Our Garden II
60 x 80cm                  650 €

Tuscany Suite III
20 x 20cm                 150 €

The Junk Yard
80 x 100cm               700 €

Memories of a Landscape V
60 x 80cm                 900 €

Dark Waters III
100 x 100cm             900 €

Tuscany Suite I
20 x 20cm                  150 €

Andalusian Connection II
40 x 50cm                 400 €

Memories of a Landscape I
100 x 100cm           1.500 €


